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Cosmic Patrol book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Rockets and Rayguns!Cosmic Patrol is a roleplaying game set in a ret...Â In Cosmic Patrol,
players take the role of Patrolmenâ€”the first and last line of defense for humans in a dangerous galaxy. Patrolmen explore, discover and defend the interests of humans wherever
they go. With an atomic ray gun at their hip, they brave the unknown on a regular basis. Cosmic Patrol has been added to your Cart. Add gift options. Buy used: $15.88. + $3.99
shipping. Used: Acceptable | Details. Sold by GoodwillBooks.Â Bring your club to Amazon Book Clubs, start a new book club and invite your friends to join, or find a club thatâ€™s
right for you for free. Explore Amazon Book Clubs. Flip to back Flip to front. Listen Playing Paused You're listening to a sample of the Audible audio edition. Learn more. See all 2
images. On the Finale of the Cosmic Patrol mini-series, Isaac and Delta Zed fight off some monsters that are pulling them into the surface. The planet is turning into a psychedelic
disco ball of doom. The moon man crunches numbers, looking to figure out why the planet is pulsing. Can they figure out the mystery of the comet before it's too late??? System:
Cosmic Patrol. CAST: Jordan â€” The Lead Narrator. Jeff â€” Isaac and Delta Zed, Wonder Kid and Robot. Jeremy â€” Ken Costigan, Heavy Marine. Johnny â€” Keel, a Moon Man.
A Hole in Space! A Dimension of Terror! Every alien race that the Patrol has encountered tells stories--tales of evil, legends of destruction. Each race tells a slightly different story, but
the core is the same: there is a great race of alien intent on controlling the cosmos--and destroying what they can't control.Â Beyond the Gravastar is for use with the Cosmic Patrol
Core Rulebook. Cosmic Patrol is a pen & paper roleplaying game set in the retro-future of the 1940s-50s. Itâ€™s a wild and dangerous place, so make sure your atomatic raygun is
loaded and your rocketship is fueled. Youâ€™ll need them, cadet!Â Cosmic Patrol is a narrative, cinematic game thatâ€™s easy to learn and can be played with little preparation.
Players not only control their characters, but build the plot and fill in the details as they go. More Information Edit|History.

